
Overview of Origin
An easy to use data analysis and graphing software
Supports more than 70 different types of plots
Provides the most frequently used analysis procedures in 
statistics, signal processing, image processing and general 
mathematical calculations
Not essential to know a lot of the math behind each 
calculation 
Very easy to produce publication quality graphs 
Used by more than 100,000 scientists and engineers



Origin vs. Matlab
Choice of the software is a matter of personal preference 
Both can produce publication quality graphs

Matlab is more suitable for someone who prefers coding

Origin is more suitable for someone who prefers a GUI-based interface
Calculation in Matlab is based on matrices while Origin is built upon 
spreadsheets



Why use Origin?

Ease of use

Better organization (spreadsheet vs. matrix)

Flexible data import

Option of embedding Origin plot in other documents  
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Example of an Origin Worksheet

Data, plots, notes all can be stored in one single file 
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Origin can easily import data from this file
Matlab will require some extra work
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Easy to handle header and subheader lines
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Conclusions

Origin is not a replacement for Matlab

For producing plots for publication, Origin can 
be worth the investment ($50/year for student 
license)
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